
WAVLAYER RECORDING STUDIO GSTIN:27BQVPA7659D1ZF
113 La Ventana (1st floor), NIBM Road, Kondhwa Khurd, Pune: 411048, Maharashtra (India)
State: Maharashtra code: 831
Website: www.wavlayer.com
Email: wavlayer@gmail.com
Phone: +91770930328

Billing Details:
Project name: EXCLUSIVE

Billing Name: RAPPER / ARTIST / CLIENT

Contact: +91 9860986098

Address: Pune, Maharashtra

INVOICE NO.

0003

DATE:

DD / MM / YYYY

Place of supply: Pune: 411048

Maharashtra Code:

GSTIN: 12AABBC01234C1AB

No Service & Description Rate Quantity Total Amount

1.

2.

3.

4.

Studio Rental

Audio Engineering Charges (Labor Mixing & Mastering)

Premium Custom Beat

Exclusive License

500/- Per Hour

3,000/-

9,000/-

10,424/-

x6

x1

x1

x1

3,000/-

3,000/-

9,000/-

10,424

Total Amount: ₹25,424/-

Tax 18% GST: ₹4,576/-

GRAND TOTAL: 30,000/-
TERMS & CONDITIONS:
1. Please review Terms & Conditions attached to this bill.

2. For more information please visit: www.wavlayer.com

mailto:wavlayer@gmail.com


Terms & Conditions:

1. This is a package deal. The services included in this package deal are fixed and are not
subjected to change in the middle of the process. Any extra service requests or
recording time will be charged according to the Wavlayer Rate Sheet.

2. The client will get in total 6 hours of Recording Time in the Wavlayer Studio as a part of
this package deal, any extra studio time required by the client will be charged @rate of
500/- per hour. The allotted studio time is only for the billed song and If any studio time left, it will
not be allowed for recording of any other project.

3. The Custom Beat will be produced according to the artists’ tempo, vibe, and song
concept. As well as any requested sound Fx and genre style. The arrangement of the
song, i.e. intro, hook, verse, bridge will be done according to the artists’ lyrics and must
be pre-discussed before the start of the beat production process.

4.
a. This Custom IS EXCLUSIVE to the artist as a part of this package.
b. The rights are split 100% reserved by the artist with Wavlayer Recording Studio getting
the Producer, Composer & Engineering credits.
c. This also gives artists \ client the rights to further sell the Composed beat or elements of the
composition, melody, drum pattern etc. since the exclusive rights are purchased by the artist \
client.

5. The artist \ client will reserve 100% right on the final master of the song along with all
rights to sell, perform, copy and distribute unlimited amounts. Along with .wav + mp3
files of the beat and stems track files with all rights to perform. The artist will has all rights to
further sell, copy or distribute the beat unless purchased exclusively.

6. Cancellation by the artist \ client in the middle of the process due to creative differences
or any other reason will be charged at 50% of the total amount. The artist \ client will not
be eligible for any refunds once the beat arrangement is completed.

7.
a. This package allows the artist \ client to make any changes or alterations to the
song \ composition \ Vocal Fx UPTO THREE TIMES after the final Mix of the song is
submitted to the artist by Wavlayer Recording Studio and before the Mastering
process.
b. Any changes in the middle of the mixing process or after the finalized beat
arrangement will have extra cost of 1000/- per iteration.


